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ABSTRACT
A new method called QM-VM2 is presented that efficiently combines statistical mechanics with quantum mechanical (QM) energy potentials
in order to calculate noncovalent binding free energies of host–guest systems. QM-VM2 efficiently couples the use of semi-empirical QM
(SEQM) energies and geometry optimizations with an underlying molecular mechanics (MM) based conformational search, to find low
SEQM energy minima, and allows for processing of these minima at higher levels of ab initio QM theory. A progressive geometry optimization
scheme is introduced as a means to increase conformational sampling efficiency. The newly implemented QM-VM2 is used to compute the
binding free energies of the host molecule cucurbit[7]uril and a set of 15 guest molecules. The results are presented along with comparisons
to experimentally determined binding affinities. For the full set of 15 host–guest complexes, which have a range of formal charges from +1
to +3, SEQM-VM2 based binding free energies show poor correlation with experiment, whereas for the ten +1 complexes only, a significant
correlation (R2 = 0.8) is achieved. SEQM-VM2 generation of conformers followed by single-point ab initio QM calculations at the dispersion
corrected restricted Hartree–Fock-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ) levels of theory, as post-processing corrections, yields a reasonable correlation
with experiment for the full set of host–guest complexes (R2 = 0.6 and R2 = 0.7, respectively) and an excellent correlation for the +1 formal
charge set (R2 = 1.0 and R2 = 0.9, respectively), as long as a sufficiently large basis set (triple-zeta quality) is employed. The importance of the
inclusion of configurational entropy, even at the MM level, for the achievement of good correlation with experiment was demonstrated by
comparing the calculated ΔE values with experiment and finding a considerably poorer correlation with experiment than for the calculated
free energy ΔE − TΔS. For the complete set of host–guest systems with the range of formal charges, it was observed that the deviation of the
predicted binding free energy from experiment correlates somewhat with the net charge of the systems. This observation leads to a simple
empirical interpolation scheme to improve the linear regression of the full set.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the Nobel Prize was awarded to Cram, Lehn,
and Pedersen1–4 in 1987 for their seminal work on host–guest
supramolecular chemistry, host–guest chemical systems have been
widely studied in basic research laboratories.5,6 They have now also
been widely adopted as a means to utilize molecular recognition

mechanisms in various applied chemistry fields, including, but
not limited to, drug development,7,8 materials sciences,9,10 analyt-
ical separation sciences,11,12 chemical pollutant cleanup technol-
ogy,13,14 and the agrochemical industry.15 For example, many phar-
maceutical drug candidates exhibit poor solubility and, therefore,
poor bioavailability (the ability to reach the site of action unal-
tered), but their bioavailability can be improved by the formation of
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inclusion complexes with host molecules such as cyclodextrins16,17

and cucurbitrils.18

Both the host–guest binding affinity strength and the structural
nature of host–guest complexation (i.e., the guest molecule inside,
partly inside, or outside the host cavity) control the effect on the
physicochemical properties of the guest molecule; therefore, key data
required for the optimization of host–guest complexes for specific
chemical applications are the binding free energy and the most ener-
getically favored host–guest structures. There have been concerted
efforts to develop routinely usable accurate physics-based compu-
tational methods to predict these host–guest properties. If such a
capability were available, many rounds of expensive chemical syn-
thesis and experimental measurement, usually required by chem-
ical research and development programs, could be avoided. Fur-
thermore, there has been recent interest in accurate computational
prediction of host–guest properties in the context of providing sim-
plified models to aid development and refinement of computational
protein–ligand binding affinity methods.19–23

Two main challenges arise when computing host–guest bind-
ing free energies and structures: First, the guest molecule, depending
on its size and flexibility, may adopt many energetically favorable
conformations and orientations within the host cavity, and even
more so if the host also exhibits some flexibility. This introduces a
requirement for significant conformational searching, with a goal of
finding low energy structures of the system. Such studies are com-
putationally demanding. Notably, multiple distinct thermally acces-
sible molecular structures result in an increase in conformational
entropy and are, therefore, important to account for. In addition,
if, upon binding, the geometries of predominant conformations of
the guest molecule change, this can also change the configurational
entropy compared to that of the free guest, affecting the total binding
affinity.24 Second, the host–guest noncovalent interaction potential
is relatively weak, but, at the same time, highly complicated to model
accurately, requiring treatment of energy contributions such as elec-
trostatics (Coulomb), polarization, exchange repulsion, dispersion,
charge transfer, and solvation.

Current computational approaches fall into two camps with
respect to the interaction potential: classical molecular mechanics
(MM) based and quantum mechanics (QM) based approaches. The
fast turnaround of MM-based methods allows for significant confor-
mational sampling, and computations can be performed on thou-
sands of atoms, facilitating inclusion of explicit solvent molecules.
However, while MM-based methods, e.g., free energy perturbation
(FEP),25,26 MM Poisson–Boltzmann Surface Area (MMPBSA),27

and attach-pull-release (APR), a combined docking and molecular
dynamics (MD) based approach,28 have, for some systems, proved
capable of providing relative binding free energies that correlate well
with experiment, consistency as well as accurate absolute binding
free energies remain a challenge.29–31 Furthermore, the empirical
force field potentials32,33 that these methods rely on are unlikely to
have optimal parameters for an arbitrary system of interest,34 due to
the presence of empirically fitted parameters that are typically tied
to specific molecule types, nor do they provide adequate descriptions
of complex chemical interactions involving, for example, π-stacking,
polarization, and charge transfer, limiting their applicability. In con-
trast, QM based potentials can naturally account for these complex
interactions, and, in addition, the level of QM theory (method and
basis set) can, in principle, be systematically improved to provide

the required accuracy. A significant difficulty, though, with apply-
ing ab initio QM (AIQM) potentials to the calculation of host–
guest binding affinities is that their increased computational expense
can preclude adequate conformational sampling. This has resulted
in a tendency to (a) rely solely on computationally cheaper semi-
empirical QM (SEQM) methods, e.g., dispersion corrected PM6,35–37

and (b) rely on a conformational search step that uses only MM
methods, sometimes leading to a situation in which QM corrections
(energy and/or geometry) are unable to recover from the poor qual-
ity of the provided MM structures. This has led to somewhat mixed
results regarding the accuracy of QM predicted host–guest bind-
ing affinities compared to experiment.38,39 In the situation where
guest molecules are relatively small and rigid and the necessary
seed conformations can be intuited and generated “by hand,” the
application of density functional theory (DFT) with a good qual-
ity basis set has resulted in predicted absolute binding affinities
that correlate highly with experiment, providing a good proof of
principle.40 Such a manual approach to the generation of host–
guest conformers, however, is not generally and routinely feasible,
especially when the guest and/or host molecules have significant
flexibility.

This paper presents a new approach to the calculation of host–
guest binding free energies, called QM-VM2, which tightly inte-
grates SEQM and AIQM potentials with the statistical mechanics
based second-generation mining minima method M2.41,42 This was
achieved by interfacing the VeraChem LLC implementation of the
second-generation mining minima method, VM2, with the QM soft-
ware package GAMESS.43–45 The MM-only version of VM2 has
already been applied to the calculation of protein–ligand and host–
guest free energies.46–50 The new QM-VM2 approach is designed
to address the problems with current approaches to the calcula-
tion of host–guest binding affinities, which were outlined above.
QM-VM2 efficiently couples the use of SEQM energies and geom-
etry optimizations with an underlying MM-based conformational
search, guiding the search toward conformers that have low SEQM
energies, instead of low MM energy conformers. This new scheme
also allows for processing of the conformers produced at higher
levels of QM theory, and it needs no manual initial placement
of guests in the host, providing an automated placement mech-
anism to seed conformational searching. The first demonstration
of QM-VM2 presented here is to compute the binding free ener-
gies of the host cucurbit[7]uril and a set of 15 guest molecules20

and to compare the results with experimentally determined binding
affinities.

This paper is divided into the following sections: Sec. II is a
theory section, where the QM-VM2 method is described in detail,
Sec. III gives the computational details of the first application of QM-
VM2, Sec. IV presents the results and discussion, and Sec. V provides
the conclusions and future work.

II. THEORY
A. MM-VM2

The VeraChem mining minima (VM2) algorithm is an imple-
mentation of the second-generation Mining Minima (M2) method
originally developed by Gilson et al.24,42,51–53 VM2 is an end-point
approach, whereby the binding free energy of a host–guest complex
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is computed as the difference between the standard chemical poten-
tials of the bound complex (HG) and the free host (H) and guest (G)
at constant volume: ΔF0 = μ0

HG − μ0
H − μ0

G. For host–guest systems,
the volume change on binding is small, so the Helmholtz binding
free energy obtained is a good approximation to the Gibbs binding
free energy ΔF0 ≈ ΔG0.24,54

The classical statistical mechanics based standard chemical
potential of a molecule in solution can be expressed as

μ0 = −RT ln(8π2

C0 Z), (1)

where

Z = ∫ e−E(r)/RTdr (2)

and

E(r) = U(r) + W(r). (3)

Here, Z is the configuration integral over all molecular confor-
mations,C0 is the standard concentration, which, combined with the
factor of 8π2, accounts for the positional and orientational mobil-
ity of the free molecule at standard concentration, E(r) is the energy
comprising the potential energy U(r) plus the solvation energy W(r)
as a function of internal coordinates, R is the ideal gas constant, and
T is the absolute temperature.24 The VM2 method approximates
Z, an integral over all space, as the sum over local configuration
integrals zi for a manageable set of M local energy wells, which
correspond to the low energy minima of the system,

Z ≈∑M
i zi, (4)

zi ≡ ∫
i
e−E(r)/RTdr, (5)

where E(r) is again the energy as a function of internal coordinates,
but the integration is restricted to the local energy well i. The stan-
dard chemical potential may now be conveniently expressed in terms
of a sum over local standard chemical potentials μ0

i ,

μ0 ≈ −RT ln(8π2

C0 ∑
M
i zi) = −RT ln(∑M

i e−μ
0
i /RT), (6)

where

μ0
i = −RT ln(8π2

C0 zi). (7)

The two key computational requirements of the VM2 algo-
rithm then become the determination of the low energy minima of a
system and the calculation of the local standard chemical potentials
of these minima. The latter is calculated using an enhanced har-
monic approximation method called HAMS, i.e., harmonic approx-
imation with mode scanning.55,56

μ0
i = −RT ln(8π2

C0 zHAMS
i e−E0,i/RT), (8)

= E0,i − RT ln(8π2

C0 zHAMS
i ). (9)

Here, E0,i, the energy at the bottom of the potential energy
well i, is the leading term, and zHAMS

i is calculated via the matrix of
the energy second derivatives (Hessian) plus numerical integration
of low energy modes to correct for anharmonicity. The determina-
tion of the low energy minima of a system is achieved by the use
of an aggressive torsional mode-distort-minimize algorithm, a heav-
ily modified version of the Tork search method,57 which generates
torsional modes via diagonalization of the MM-based dihedral angle
Hessian matrix and is designed to repeatedly drive molecular con-
formations over high energy barriers and subsequently geometry
optimize them to produce lower and lower energy minima.

In the MM-only based implementation of the VM2 algorithm
(MM-VM2), the energy E(r) is calculated only with classical meth-
ods. The potential energy U(r) is obtained from empirical force
fields such as the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF)33 or a
general Amber force field (GAFF)32 or CHARMm,58 which contain
bond-stretch, bond-angle, torsion, van der Waals, and Coulombic
terms. During geometry optimizations and Hessian matrix involved
steps, such as torsional mode generation, the solvation energy
and energy derivative terms are calculated using the Generalized
Born (GB) continuum model,59,60 and the more accurate Poisson–
Boltzmann Surface Area (PBSA) method61 is applied as a final
solvation energy correction W(r) to the minima found.

Given the forgoing discussion, the basic MM-VM2 algorithm
proceeds by searching for low energy conformations/minima of the
system, and any repeat conformations found during the conforma-
tional search are discarded by a symmetry aware structural RMSD
method.62 The local configuration integral [Eq. (8)] is calculated for
the remaining minima, and then, the standard chemical potential is
calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (4). In practice, this process is
repeated iteratively until no new minima are found and the chemical
potential converges within a given tolerance.

Upon convergence of a VM2 calculation, a probability pi can
be assigned to each of the local wells (or conformations), assuming a
Boltzmann distribution,

pi =
e−μ

0
i /RT

∑M
i e−μ0

i /RT
. (10)

In addition, again applying a harmonic oscillator (H.O.)
approximation to the wells, an average energy of each well can be
obtained using the equipartition theorem,

⟨Ei⟩ = E0,i + NintRT/2, (11)

where N int is the number of internal degrees of freedom. Equa-
tions (10) and (11) lead to an expression for the energy averaged
over all wells,

⟨E⟩ =∑M
i piEi =∑M

i piE0,i + NintRT/2. (12)

This, in turn, allows a useful decomposition of the total chem-
ical potential, providing expressions for the total configurational
entropy as well as the entropy of each local well,63

− TS0 = μ0 − ⟨E⟩, (13)

− TSi = μ0
i − ⟨Ei⟩. (14)

The quantities in Eqs. (13) and (14) will be discussed further in
Sec. IV D.
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B. QM-VM2
The VM2 algorithm has now been interfaced with quantum

mechanical (QM) methods, producing a new mining minima free
energy method QM-VM2. In the QM-VM2 scheme [Fig. 1(a)], the
semi-empirical QM (SEQM) based free energy is iterated until self-
consistency, that is, until the change of the SEQM free energy falls
within a predefined threshold. Once the SEQM free energy is con-
verged, single point AIQM calculations may be performed to obtain
a more accurate total free energy. As will be shown in Sec. IV, while
the converged SEQM-VM2 calculation can alone yield reasonably
good correlation with experiments, this post-processing step with
ab initio QM methods can produce absolute binding free energies in
excellent agreement with experiment, provided adequate basis sets
are used.

The QM-VM2 conformational search [Fig. 1(b)], like that for
MM-VM2, occurs through a torsional mode-distort-minimize pro-
cess, with the torsional modes calculated via the MM-based dihedral
angle Hessian matrix, and the distortion steps along these modes and
initial minimization again using the MM-based potential. However,
once an MM-based conformer is produced, it is then passed through
an interface to the necessary GAMESS quantum chemistry package
routines for SEQM energy or geometry optimization (note that the
interface is actually general and not limited to SEQM, but rather
can access any type of QM method implemented in GAMESS), and
it is these SEQM energies and structures, when passed back from
GAMESS through the interface to the VM2 drivers, that are used in
energy cutoff decisions and to seed, if they are low in energy, the next
round of conformational searches.

Once the search is complete, as in the case of MM-VM2, dupli-
cate conformers are identified and discarded.62 The local chemical

potentials are then calculated for the remaining set, and from these,
the total chemical potential is determined. The implementation of
QM-VM2 allows the use of the MM potential to calculate the Hes-
sian based and mode scanning terms in the HAMS based local con-
figuration integrals, see Eq. (9),56,57 but with the QM based energy,
e.g., ESEQM

0,i , used as the leading term, i.e., used to adjust the bottom
of the well,

μ0
i = ESEQM

0,i − RT ln(8π2

C0 zHAMS
i ). (15)

Similarly, the QM based energies, e.g., ESEQM
0,i , can be used in the

average energy expressions, Eqs. (11) and (12), leading to a means
of expressing the total MM-based configurational entropy and local
well entropy for SEQM and QM adjusted energy wells.

The QM-VM2 implementation also allows for the use of an
AIQM or SEQM Hessian based rigid rotor harmonic oscillator
(RRHO) approximation, with the conformers produced by the
search passed to the GAMESS Hessian and thermodynamic analysis
routines to provide the required terms by the non-classical statistical
mechanics RRHO based expression [i.e., zero point energy (ZPE),
rotational, translational, and vibrational enthalpy (H) and entropy
(S) terms] with an additional term to adjust from 1 atm pressure (P)
to 1M standard concentration,38,64,65

μ0
i = ESEQM

0,i + ZPEi + HSEQM
i + SSEQMi − RT ln(P/RT), (16)

μ0 ≈ −RT ln(∑M
i e−μ

0
i /RT). (17)

The use of AIQM or SEQM Hessian based RRHO will usu-
ally be too computationally demanding to include inside the VM2

FIG. 1. QM-VM2 method. (a) Mining minima method. (b) Generation of SEQM corrected conformers [first step in (a), purple border]. Blue indicates QM calculations that are
performed using GAMESS. Pink indicates calculations carried out with the VM2 software.
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iterations and is more likely to be used for the post-processing of a
limited set of conformers produced by a converged VM2 calculation,
in an approach similar to the AIQM single-point energy correction
post-processing described above. Note that while the classical for-
mulation of VM2 results in Helmholtz free energies as described
above, the QM thermodynamic analysis from GAMESS includes
enthalpy terms and so provides the Gibbs free energy.

C. Progressive scheme (PGSS)
The most computationally expensive step of the conforma-

tional search procedure in QM-VM2 calculations is the SEQM
geometry optimization of the MM-generated conformers. The MM-
based mode-distort-minimize procedure, with subsequent PBSA
solvation energy correction, takes on the order of several seconds
or less per conformer. In contrast, the SEQM geometry optimiza-
tion of a host–guest conformer can, for the systems presented in
this study (see Fig. 3), take between 3 min and 20 min on a single
compute processor (CPU) core, with a total of 800 minimizations
attempted per VM2 iteration by default – see Sec. III. This is due, in
part, to their significant size: the number of atoms for the set of host–
guest complexes in this study ranges between 146 and 157 atoms,
with corresponding basis function counts for SEQM of 416 and 442,
respectively. It is also because the relatively flat potential energy sur-
face encountered for such noncovalently bound systems results in
the frequent need for more than one hundred steps to converge the
geometry. Note that, in the conformational search scheme shown in
Fig. 1(b), single-point SEQM energies of MM-generated conform-
ers are used as a metric to decide whether to discard a conformer
or further process it through SEQM geometry optimization, with
the goal of reducing the number of geometry optimizations carried
out. However, this is far from an ideal solution because some MM-
generated conformers may have a high initial SEQM single-point
energy, but then, after a SEQM geometry optimization, may become
competitively low in energy. Therefore, the discarding of these con-
formers could slow down the overall convergence of the QM-VM2
calculation and even prevent the lowest energy conformers of the
system from being found.

In order to address these problems, a partial optimization
scheme, called progressive scheme (PGSS), has been developed to
generate SEQM corrected conformers (Fig. 2). The key idea of the
progressive scheme is straightforward: large gradient vector compo-
nents indicate steep descent along the trajectory down to the local
minima, more likely leading to a low-energy potential well. There-
fore, apart from the energy, the energy gradient is also used as a
means to determine if a geometry optimization calculation should be
stopped and the conformer should be discarded or continued until
completion. In this scheme, four new control parameters have been
introduced for the partial SEQM optimization of MM-generated
conformers (Table I).

The first parameter, npgstep, the number of PGSS partial opti-
mization steps allowed, is typically set to 5. If the geometry has
converged within npgstep optimization steps, the energy difference
(Ediff) between the current conformer and the lowest energy con-
former found so far is examined. The current conformer is kept
when Ediff is within a predefined threshold ecutpg (the default is
5.0 kcal/mol); otherwise, it is discarded. If the geometry has not
converged but Ediff is less than the ecutpg value, suggesting that a

potential low-lying local minimum is nearby, further optimization
is carried out until completion. If Ediff is greater than the prede-
fined threshold, the energy gradient is analyzed. The PGSS process is
repeated if the largest gradient component is larger than a threshold
value (gradcut); otherwise, the process is stopped, and the partially
optimized structure is discarded. The default value for the number
of PGSS iterations, npgopt, is 3. In essence, this scheme introduces
another mechanism for selecting low-energy minima contributing
to the configuration integral with an early checking and intervention
capability that should avoid unnecessary time-consuming SEQM
geometry optimizations.

Among the four control parameters for the progressive scheme
summarized in Table I, npgstep, ecutpg, npgopt, and gradcut , the first
three are single-valued parameters that can be altered in the VM2
input by users. The gradient threshold, gradcut , on the other hand, is
not a user-specified input parameter; rather, it changes as a function
of the PGSS iteration number n, (0.5)n × 10−3 hartree/bohr. This
is because the magnitude of the gradient vector gradually decreases
when falling toward the bottom of the potential well, assuming a har-
monic shaped potential well. By the third progressive iteration, the
gradcut value becomes 0.25 × 10−3, which is not too far from the
typical gradient cutoff value (0.0001) in electronic structure codes.
Hence, the default value for npgopt is set to 3, and if users set npgopt
larger than 4, from the fourth progressive iteration onwards, the for-
mula for gradcut will be disregarded and the value 0.0001 will be
used.

D. Coarse-grained parallelism for QM-VM2
Like the MM-VM2 implementation, QM-VM2 uses coarse-

grained parallelization of the conformational search, based on the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) library, to speed up the turnaround
of calculations. A conformational search occurs every VM2 iter-
ation, see Figs. 1 and 2, and each conformational search initiates
hundreds of mode-distort-minimize calculations, i.e., by default, 400
single torsional mode-distort-minimize calculations followed by 400
random combinations of mode-pairs-distort-minimize calculations.
In the current work, these mode-distort-minimize calculations were
distributed across all MPI processes available to each QM-VM2
calculation (for most of the calculations presented here, this was
24 MPI processes), with each MPI process itself carrying out mul-
tiple “serial” executions of the procedure outlined in Fig. 2. The par-
allel algorithm alternates between two schemes, one in which all MPI
processes are seeded with the same initial conformer, and, through
global communication, all MPI processes are periodically reseeded
with the current lowest energy conformation found so far. The other
scheme seeds each MPI process with a different conformation, each
one taken from the full set of conformations produced so far in
the VM2 calculation, and carries out independent rounds of the
procedure shown in Fig. 2. This approach is designed to introduce
structural diversity, which, on the basis of an extensive experience
with host–guest and protein–ligand conformational searches at the
VM2-MM-only level, helps the search avoid becoming trapped and
stalling in local energy wells, before the lowest energy conformers of
a system are found.

As a single unified QM-VM2 executable is built by linking the
GAMESS and VM2 compiled object files, the VM2 drivers can access
and utilize the generalized distributed data interface (GDDI)66 in
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FIG. 2. Progressive optimization scheme (PGSS). This scheme can replace the standard scheme used in Fig. 1(b) to generate SEQM corrected conformers. Blue indicates
QM calculations performed using GAMESS. Pink indicates calculations performed with the VM2 software.

GAMESS, which is built on top of MPI. This allows not only the
use of a team of processes, where each individual process carries
out a “serial” execution of mode-distort-minimize calculations, as
described above, but also the use of multiple teams, each with
multiple processes, providing for a combined coarse grained-fine
grained multi-level parallel approach; i.e., parallelized SEQM or

AIQM energy or energy-gradient calculations are carried out by
the already distributed (across teams) mode-distort-minimize cal-
culations. While not used in the current work, the latter multi-
level parallelism has been applied in other projects and allows for
faster turnaround if the computational resources are available; it also
allows for application to larger molecular systems.

TABLE I. A summary of the new control variables for PGSS.

PGSS control
parameters Default Function

npgstep Five steps The number of PGSS optimization steps

ecutpg 5 kcal/mol Energy cutoff when comparing with the
lowest-found local minimum

npgopt Three iterations The maximum number of PGSS iterations

gradcut
(0.5)n × 10−3 hartree/bohr, where n Threshold value with which the largest
is the progressive iteration number gradient vector component is compared
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The Statistical Assessment of the Modeling of Proteins and
Ligands (SAMPLs) challenges were founded to provide prospective
validation for computational tools in rational drug design.19–23 Par-
ticipants in these blinded challenges are tasked with predicting
molecular properties, such as binding affinities, for given chemi-
cal systems. The participants then submit their predictions to the
organizers, who then compare the results of each submission to as
yet unpublished high quality experimental data, generated especially
for each challenge. There have been seven challenges to date, and
SAMPL3 through SAMPL7 have all included a host–guest binding
affinity component,19–23 with the rationale that these smaller sim-
plified systems provide for faster computational turnaround than
the larger protein–ligand systems, but still provide a means of test-
ing and validating many components of the computational mod-
els employed. The datasets for completed SAMPLn challenges are
also useful for retrospective studies, given that they comprise the
curated sets of molecular system coordinate files supplied to the
challenge participants, along with the corresponding high-quality
experimental data, such as binding affinities. In this study, the
host molecule cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) and associated guest molecules
from the SAMPL4 challenge20 were used for an initial application
of the QM-VM2 method and the proposed progressive scheme
(Fig. 3), and the QM-VM2 calculated binding free energies of these
host–guest systems are compared against the published SAMPL4
experimental binding affinities.

Initial starting structures of the host–guest complexes were
generated automatically by translation of the center of geometry
(COG) of the guest molecules to the COG of the host, followed by

the removal of any resulting steric clashes via an initial MM-based
geometry optimization that damps very large energy-gradient values
[the COG is calculated the same way as the center of mass (COM),
but with all the masses set to one].

For the MM-based parts of the QM-VM2 calculation, the
parameters (bond, angle, torsion, van der Waals, etc.) for the
potential energy were assigned according to the CHARMM force
field,58 using the Discovery Studio Visualizer (Biovia), and atomic
partial charges were assigned using the VCharge software (Ver-
aChem LLC).67 For the MM-based mode-distort-minimize proce-
dure, the MM solvation energy was included using the generalized
Born (GB) continuum model,59,61 and the Poisson–Boltzmann Sur-
face Area (PBSA) method62 was applied to provide a more accu-
rate MM-based single-point solvation energy correction. The tor-
sional mode-distort-minimize based conformational search carried
out during each VM2 iteration included 400 single-mode distor-
tion based searches and 400 searches in which random combina-
tions of pairs of modes were used to generate distortions. At least,
four VM2 iterations were carried out in all mining minima cal-
culations, and typically, most of the free energy lowering occurs
within these iterations. All final VM2 free energies were converged
to an energy difference <0.3 kcal/mol compared to the previous VM2
iteration.

Both the SEQM and post-processing AIQM calculations were
carried out with the electronic structure package, GAMESS.42–44

The SEQM calculations employed the third order density func-
tional tight binding method, DFTB3,68 in combination with the D3
Grimme dispersion correction69 modified with the Becke–Johnson
(BJ) damping [DFTB3-D3(BJ)].70–73 The set of interatomic interac-
tion parameters used (3OB)74,75 was specifically designed for DFTB3,

FIG. 3. Structure of host molecule cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) and the guest molecules that comprise the host–guest systems in this study. Dark gray: carbon, blue: nitrogen, red:
oxygen, and white: hydrogen.
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with improvements mainly in non-covalent bonding. SEQM geome-
try optimizations were considered converged when the largest com-
ponent of the gradient was less than 0.0001 hartree/bohr, and, in
addition, the root-mean-square gradient was less than a third of this
maximum component tolerance.

Two different implicit solvation models were considered to
account for solvation effects in the SEQM and AIQM based cal-
culations: the Solvation Model Density (SMD) method76 and the
conductor-like polarizable continuum model (C-PCM).77–80 The
cavitation and dispersion terms were excluded from the latter model
in the current work. It was found that the SMD model, both with the
default van der Waals radii values81 and with a set of adjusted radii,82

showed improved binding free energies relative to C-PCM for a few
complexes, but over the full set of complexes was worse; therefore,
the C-PCM results are presented here. For C-PCM, the default den-
sity of tesserae on the cavity surface (nstall =60) is used, as increas-
ing this value only marginally improved the binding free energies
and the overall correlation, with significantly longer computational
times. The simplified united atomic (SUAHF) radii83 were used for
the generation of the C-PCM cavity holding the solute, as van der
Waals radii led to increased over-binding of the host and guests
and substantially lowered the correlation with experiment (see the
supplementary material for more details).

For the AIQM post-processing step [see Fig. 1(a)], the 30 con-
formers with the lowest DFTB3-D3(BJ)/PCM energy were processed
with single-point energy calculations using TPSS-D3(BJ)84 and HF-
D3(BJ) with the def2-TZVP basis set85–88 and C-PCM implicit solva-
tion. For a subset of seven of the host–guest systems, second-order
perturbation theory with density fitting (RI-MP2),89,90 again with
C-PCM and the def2-TZVP basis set, was applied to the 30 low-
est DFTB3-D3(BJ)/C-PCM energy conformers. RI-MP2 was applied
only to a reduced host–guest set due to the computational expense
resulting from the use of the def2-TZVP basis set (∼3700 basis func-
tions) for these calculations. The reduced set comprised the systems
with the most strongly and weakly bound guests experimentally
(guests 3 and 13), a middle range binder (guest 7), and the four
highly charged systems (guests 1, 4, 5, and 10), i.e., formal charge
greater than +1.

Local configuration integrals were calculated using MM for
the Hessian based and mode scanning (HAMS) terms,55,56 but with
the SEQM and AIQM energies used as the leading term, i.e., used
to adjust the bottom of the well [e.g., Eq. (15)], and the absolute
temperature was set as 300 K.

Default values are used for the control parameters of the pro-
gressive scheme (Fig. 2); that is, the number of progressive iterations
and the number of SEQM optimization steps were set to 3 and 5,
respectively, and an energy cutoff of 5 kcal/mol was used.

In the remaining sections of the paper, the use of the C-
PCM solvation model is implied. References to the SEQM-VM2
step and the post-processing step will be separated by //, and val-
ues from the SEQM method are enclosed in square brackets. For
example, the notation TPSS-D3(BJ)/Def2-TZVP//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-
VM2 indicates that the SEQM-VM2 calculation was performed at
the DFTB3-D3(BJ) level of theory and the conformers were post-
processed at the TPSS-D3(BJ)/Def2-TZVP level of theory.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section is divided into the following subsections: (a) the

SEQM-VM2 binding free energies and the SEQM-VM2 plus AIQM
post-processing binding free energies are presented for the host
CB7 and 15 guest molecules (Fig. 3) and compared to experimen-
tal binding affinities; (b) the performance of the PGSS method,
developed to avoid unproductive geometry optimizations during
the VM2 conformational search, is evaluated; (c) the effect of
inclusion of MM-based entropy terms [Eq. (15)] on the accu-
racy of the calculated binding free energies compared to experi-
ment is examined; and (d) an interpolation scheme is proposed
to examine and correct for apparent systematic error in the cur-
rent implementation of QM-VM2 when applied to highly charged
systems.

While the ultimate goal of the QM-VM2 methodology, and its
ongoing development, is to consistently predict, with good accuracy,
the absolute binding free energies of receptor–ligand complexes, the
ability to predict even just the ranking of a set of ligands with respect
to how strongly they bind a particular receptor is also highly sought
after by medicinal chemists and other applied scientists. Therefore,
examined here are not only errors of the predicted absolute binding
free energies but also errors of the predicted relative binding free
energies and linear correlation metrics between the predicted values
and experimental values.

Specific error metrics presented are mean signed error (MSE),
mean absolute error (MAE), and root mean-squared error (RMSE).
Two definitions of RMSE are presented: RMSEo and RMSEr . The
former evaluates the accuracy of the absolute binding free energies
and is given as

RMSEo =
√

1
n∑

n
i=1 [ΔG

exp
i − ΔGcalc

i −
1
n∑

n
j=1 (ΔG

exp
j − ΔGcalc

j )]
2
,

(18)
where the second sum is the MSE. The latter, RMSEr , assesses the
relative binding free energies by calculating the differences among
all pairs of host–guest systems subject to this study,

RMSEr =
√

2
n(n − 1)∑

n
i=1∑

n
j=i+1 [(ΔG

calc
j − ΔGcalc

i ) − (ΔG
exp
j − ΔG

exp
i )]

2
. (19)

In Eqs. (18) and (19), n is the number of measurements, ΔGcalc

and ΔGexp are the calculated and experimental binding affinities,
respectively, and just for the purposes of these definitions, ΔGcalc

≡ ΔFcalc. These RMSE definitions are those used for the assessment
of Sampl4 challenge results,20 allowing direct comparison between
QM-VM2 and the participating methods.
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Two methods to examine linear correlation are used: one, linear
regression analysis via the linear regression slope and the Pearson
coefficient of determination, R2, where a linear regression slope of
1.0 and R2 value of 1.0 indicate a perfect correlation, and two, the
Kendall rank correlation coefficient, τ,91 which is a measure of the
strength of the association between two sets of ranked data, in this
case, experimental and calculated binding free energies. Kendall τ
ranges between 0 and 1, with 0 being no correlation and 1 being
a perfect correlation. In addition to the metrics mentioned above,
the y-intercept values of the linear regression lines are also recorded
as they are used in an interpolation scheme discussed later in
Sec. IV D.

A. SEQM-VM2 and SEQM-VM2 with ab initio QM
post-processing

Table II presents the [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 calculated bind-
ing free energies of host CB7 and the guest molecules shown in
Fig. 3, along with the corresponding experimental binding free ener-
gies. A MSE of −7.2 kcal/mol for the full set of host–guest systems,
Table IV, indicates substantial over-binding in the DFTB3-D3(BJ)-
VM2 predicted values compared to the experimental values, with
very large over-binding (MSE = −12.8 kcal/mol) for the four highly
charged guests (i.e., charge >+1) and smaller over-binding (MSE
= −5.2 kcal/mol) for the remaining guests with charge +1. Given
the significant mismatch between MSEs for the two groups, the lack
of linear correlation between the computed and experimental val-
ues (R2 = 0.05) for the full set is not surprising – see Fig. 4. Sep-
arate regression plots for the charge =+1 and charge >+1 sets (see
Fig. 5), however, show very good correlation for the charge =+1 set,
R2 = 0.8, and significantly worse correlation, R2 = 0.3, for the charge
>+1 set, albeit with a small sample size. The high level of correlation
with experiment for the charge =+1 set is encouraging, given that
only a SEQM level of theory was employed. Furthermore, the results

TABLE II. Binding free energies of the Sampl4 CB7 set from DFTB3-D3(BJ)-VM2
calculations. The numbering scheme is given in Fig. 3.

Binding free energy (kcal/mol)

Complex Positive charge Exp. SEQM-VM2

1 2 −9.9 −23.43
2 1 −9.6 −14.24
3 1 −6.6 −11.87
4 2 −8.4 −18.71
5 2 −8.5 −21.74
6 1 −7.9 −12.58
7 1 −10.1 −14.22
8 1 −11.8 −15.95
9 1 −12.6 −17.66
10 3 −7.9 −21.98
11a 1 −11.1 −15.97
11b 1 −11.1 −16.18
12 1 −13.3 −19.46
13 1 −14.1 −19.08
14 1 −11.6 −19.92

FIG. 4. Comparison of binding affinities (kcal/mol) of the Sampl4 CB7 set, experi-
ments vs calculations obtained from [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2. Also presented is the
linear regression line.

suggest that highly charged (>+1) systems are a particular challenge
to DFTB3-D3(BJ)/PCM, with Fig. 5 indicating the possibility of sys-
tematic error that could be adjusted for. This is further examined in
Sec. IV D.

Since DFTB is a SEQM method, an obvious next step toward
more accurate binding free energy predictions is to apply a more
sophisticated AIQM treatment. This was carried out according to
the post-processing scheme indicated in Fig. 1(a); i.e., AIQM single-
point energies, EAIQM

0,i , at [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 generated con-
former geometries, which replace the ESEQM

0,i term in Eq. (15). The
SEQM level of theory employed, DFTB3-D3(BJ)/PCM, will not nec-
essarily agree with the AIQM level of theory as to which conformers
are the lowest in energy; therefore, a significant number of [DFTB3-
D3(BJ)]-VM2 conformers must be included in the AIQM based
Boltzmann-averaged binding free energies. After including the top
10, 20, and 30 conformers for post-processing of the complete set, it
was observed that the binding free energies converge with the inclu-
sion of 30 conformers. Therefore, the 30 lowest energy [DFTB3-
D3(BJ)]-VM2 conformers were post-processed for each host–guest
system. Given this large total number of post-processing AIQM

FIG. 5. Comparison of binding affinities (kcal/mol) of Sampl4 CB7 dataset experi-
ments vs calculations obtained from [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2, separately for the set
of charge =+1 (blue) and the set of charge >+1 (orange).
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TABLE III. Binding affinities of the Sampl4 CB7 set from TPSS-D3(BJ)/def2-tzvp//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 and HF-D3(BJ)/def2-
tzvp//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 calculations.

Positive Binding free energy (kcal/mol)

Complex charge Experimental HF-D3(BJ) TPSS-D3(BJ) RI-MP2

1 2 −9.9 −14.90 −9.64 −17.89
2 1 −9.6 −9.79 −6.10
3 1 −6.6 −6.56 −3.51 −8.89
4 2 −8.4 −12.60 −7.01 −13.04
5 2 −8.5 −13.83 −9.63 −14.63
6 1 −7.9 −7.47 −3.28
7 1 −10.1 −12.04 −7.91 −13.57
8 1 −11.8 −12.78 −8.11
9 1 −12.6 −14.79 −9.91
10 3 −7.9 −11.66 −6.49 −8.84
11a 1 −11.1 −12.76 −9.44
11b 1 −11.1 −12.75 −9.22
12 1 −13.3 −15.55 −10.07
13 1 −14.1 −16.40 −12.93 −20.45
14 1 −11.6 −14.42 −8.03

calculations, the computationally efficient HF and DFT methods
were chosen, augmented with Grimme dispersion corrections (−D).
Second-order perturbation theory with density fitting (RI-MP2)
was also considered. Both a double-zeta + polarization basis set,
6-31G(d,p), and a triple-zeta + polarization basis set, Def2-TZVP,
were explored.

The binding affinities obtained from post-processing calcula-
tions using the double-zeta basis set (see supplementary material
for details) clearly demonstrate that the double-zeta + polariza-
tion basis set overestimates the binding affinities, regardless of the

choice of theory. For example, the predicted binding affinity of
CB7-guest2 is −19.5 kcal/mol and −18.3 kcal/mol calculated with
HF-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d,p) and TPSS-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d,p), respectively,
while the experimental result is only −9.6 kcal/mol. Adding the
diffuse functions on the heavy elements can significantly improve
the error metrics, as illustrated by the post-process of SEQM-
VM2 at HF-D3(BJ)/6-31+G(d,p) (Table S5). However, the pre-
dicted binding affinities at HF-D3(BJ)/6-31+G(d,p) are still over-
estimated by ∼5 kcal/mol to 12 kcal/mol. On the other hand,
Table III clearly shows that the triple-zeta + polarization basis set,

FIG. 6. Comparison of binding free energy (kcal/mol) of the Sampl4 CB7 set obtained from experiments vs calculated at (a) HF-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2
and (b) TPSS-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 for the training set with charge =+1 (blue) and charge >+1 (orange).
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Def2-TZVP, can produce absolute binding affinities in very good
agreement with experiment for both HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ).
It is concluded that the double-zeta + polarization basis set is inad-
equate for predicting binding free energies of the Sampl4 CB7 host–
guest complexes, and a triple-zeta + polarization basis set or better is
necessary.

Table III, Fig. 6, and Table IV present the predicted binding free
energies obtained by HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ) post-processing
with the triple-zeta + polarization basis set Def2-TZVP, along with
linear correlation and error metrics with respect to experiment, for
the complete set of host–guest complexes shown in Fig. 3. Table III
also presents RI-MP2/Def2-TZVP binding free energies for a

subset of these complexes – see Sec. III for details. It may be seen
from Table IV that HF-D3(BJ), with a MSE of −2.3 kcal/mol for the
full set of complexes, tends to overestimate the binding free energies
compared to experiment [though not nearly as much as DFTB3-
D3(BJ)], whereas TPSS-D3(BJ), with a full set MSE of 2.2 kcal/mol,
underestimates the binding free energies. Examining the charge =+1
and charge >1 sets separately, it was seen that HF-D3(BJ) yields
very good results for the charge =+1 set, with a small over binding,
MSE = −1.4 kcal/mol, but noticeably larger over binding errors
for the charge >1 set (MSE = −4.6 kcal/mol). TPSS-D3(BJ), on the
other hand, shows the opposite trend with clear under binding, MSE
= 2.8 kcal/mol, for the charge =+1 set and very small errors over

TABLE IV. Error metrics of QM-VM2 binding free energy predictions compared to experiment for the SAMPL4 CB7 dataset.

Host–guest systems Level of theory MSE MAE RMSEo RMSEr τ Slope Intercept R2

Current QM-VM2 work

Full set [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 −7.2 7.2 3.6 5.2 0.2 0.3 −13.9 0.0
RHF-D3(BJ)//VM2a −2.3 2.3 1.7 2.5 0.7 1.0 −2.2 0.6
TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2a 2.2 2.4 1.4 2.1 0.6 0.9 1.6 0.7

SAMPL4 participant results for comparison

OSTb,c 1.9 2.8 1.4 0.8
RRHOb,d 2.5 3.7 1.8 0.8
Enthalpyb,e 2.7 4.0 1.6 0.7
M2b,f 3.4 4.5 2.0 0.7
EESb,g 3.4 5.0 1.9 0.7
SIE+HBb,h 1.8 2.6 0.2 0.6
BARb,i 2.2 3.3 1.3 0.6
FEPb,j 3.9 5.7 1.8 0.6
QM/M2b,k 3.0 4.5 0.7 0.2

Current QM-VM2 work

Charge =+1 [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 −5.2 5.2 1.1 1.7 0.7 1.1 −4.0 0.8
RHF-D3(BJ)//VM2a −1.4 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.4 2.9 1.0
TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2a 2.8 2.8 1.0 1.4 0.8 1.2 5.1 0.9

Charge >+1 [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 −12.8 12.8 1.5 2.4 0.3 1.4 −10.8 0.3
RHF-D3(BJ)//VM2a −4.6 4.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.5 −0.1 0.8
TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2a 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.7 1.0 1.4 4.3 0.5

aResults in this work from AIQM single-point energy post-processing of the first 30 [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 conformers. The Def2-TZVP basis set is employed for both RHF-D3(BJ)
and TPSS-D3(BJ).
bResults presented in the SAMPL4 overview article.20 See references therein for additional methodological details to those shown directly below.
cOrthogonal space tempering (OST) carried out with the GAFF/AM1-BCC energy model and a modified TIP3P water potential.93

dConformational sampling was performed manually. Final QM free energy model: PW6B95-D3/def2-QZVP(-g,-f)/COSMO-RS//TPSS-D3-cosmo/def2-TZVP/HF-3c(freq.) and
includes rigid rotor harmonic oscillator (RRHO) approximation derived terms.40

eDirect calculation of enthalpy change from long MD simulations of end states, carried out with the GAFF/AM1-BCC energy model and TIP3P/TIP3P-Ew water potential.
fMolecular mechanics mining minima (M2) calculations39 carried out with the CHARMm force field58 and Vcharge charges.67

gExpanded ensemble simulations (EESs) using MD with the GAFF/AM1-BCC energy model and TIP3P water potential.94

hSolvated interaction energy including hydrogen bonding terms (SIE+HB) using Wilma docking and the GAFF/AM1-BCC energy model with the biotechnology research institute
boundary element method for solving Poisson equation (BRI BEM) continuum solvation.95,96

iBennett acceptance ratio (BAR)97 using MD with the atomic multipole optimized energetics for biomolecular simulation (AMOEBA)98 force field.
jFree energy perturbation (FEP)25 using metadynamics with the GAFF/AM1-BCC energy model and TIP3P water potential.
kQM corrected M2 based on PM6-DH+ geometry optimizations of molecular mechanics M2 conformersf and includes COSMO continuum solvation and RRHO terms.39,99
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and under binding, MSE = 0.5 kcal/mol and MAE = 1.0 kcal/mol, for
the charge >1 set.

Both HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ) yield much improved linear
correlations with experiment for the full set of host–guest complexes
[R2 = 0.6 for HF-D3(BJ) and R2 = 0.7 for TPSS-D3(BJ)], compared to
a correlation of essentially zero for the SEQM-VM2 calculations for
the full set, see Table IV and Figs. 4 and 6. This significant improve-
ment in the ability to describe the whole set of host–guest systems,
with their full range of charge states, +1 to +3, is likely indicative
of the importance of large basis sets as well as improvement in the
underlying QM method. On the other hand, if the linear correla-
tions are again examined for the separate charge =+1 and charge >1
sets (see Fig. 6), the correlations are further improved: for the charge
=+1 set, R2 for HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ) is 1.0 and 0.8, respec-
tively; for the charge >1 set, R2 for HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ) is
0.8 and 0.5, respectively {also note the improvement of these R2 val-
ues over the equivalent [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 values, Fig. 5}. These
results, together with the mean error data discussed above, suggest
that some systematic error remains in the relative description of the
charge =+1 set and charge >1 set. While in the long term, efforts will
be made to find and address the underlying issues with the physics
of the model (e.g., a possible source of this error is the use of a con-
tinuum solvation model); in the short term, simple scaling methods
that can correct for these errors have been explored, as discussed in
Sec. IV D.

The results for the RI-MP2/Def2-TZVP calculations for a sub-
set of seven of the host–guest systems (see Table III) show that RI-
MP2 more closely matches the behavior of HF-D3(BJ) than TPSS-
D3(BJ). In fact, except for complex 10, RI-MP2 exhibits over binding
larger than HF-D3(BJ). This is not too surprising, given that MP2
is known for its tendency to over bind noncovalent complexes due
to its incomplete treatment of electron correlation.92 Furthermore,
even though the RI approximation greatly reduces the computa-
tional cost of MP2, at little cost in accuracy, it is still considerably
more costly and memory-intensive than HF-D and DFT-D. Con-
sidering all of the reported error metrics in Table IV, the HF-D
and DFT-D AIQM methods, with an adequately large basis set,
perform similarly well over the full set of host–guest systems. In
terms of computational expense, the SCF convergence of the HF-
D3(BJ)/Def2-TZVP can be up to a factor of two times faster than
TPSS-D3(BJ)/Def2-TZVP. An additional advantage of HF-D over
DFT-D is that HF-D avoids possible double counting of disper-
sion via the −D correction, whereas the accuracy of DFT is func-
tional dependent. Consequentially, the HF-D3(BJ) method with a
triple-zeta + polarization quality basis set is recommended for post-
processing of [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 calculations, when considering
accuracy, reliability, and computational cost.

For selected SAMPL4 challenge participant methods, the error
metrics RMSEo, RMSEr , slope, and R2 for calculated binding affini-
ties with respect to experimental values are also presented in
Table IV to allow comparison with the current QM-VM2 work. A
number of SAMPL4 participants submitted multiple entries with
the same underlying methodology; in these cases, only the best per-
forming entry is included. Furthermore, SAMPL4 methods achiev-
ing an R2 < 0.2 are excluded. An overall comparison between the
error metrics for the QM-VM2 approaches restricted Hartree–Fock
(RHF)-D3(BJ)//VM2 and TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2, applied to the full set
of host–guest systems, and the SAMPL4 methods shows that the

QM-VM2 results are competitive with respect to R2 and that they
outperform all SAMPL4 methods with respect to RMSEo, RMSEr ,
and slope. A more detailed comparison now follows, though, for the
sake of brevity only, TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2 values are discussed, as the
RHF-D3(BJ)//VM2 trends are quite similar.

Table IV shows that the best performing SAMPL4 method,
OST, achieves an impressive R2 = 0.8, which is slightly better
than the R2 = 0.7 achieved by TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2, but its RMSEo,
RMSEr , and slope values (1.9 kcal/mol, 2.8 kcal/mol, and 1.4, respec-
tively) do not compare favorably with the corresponding TPSS-
D3(BJ)//VM2 values of 1.4 kcal/mol, 2.1 kcal/mol, and 0.9, respec-
tively. The SAMPL4 method labeled RRHO in Table IV also achieves
R2 = 0.8, but its RMSEo, RMSEr , and slope values of 2.5 kcal/mol,
3.7 kcal/mol, and 1.8, respectively, are worse than the OST values
with respect to comparison to the TPSS-D3(BJ)//VM2 values. In
addition, RRHO, a QM based approach, in contrast to the auto-
matic initial guest molecule placement and conformational search
employed by QM-VM2, relies on manual placement and conforma-
tional search. Notably, while a manual search is feasible for relatively
small and rigid guests or ligand molecules, it will quickly become
unmanageable and ineffective with even a modest increase in guest
size and flexibility. The SAMPL4 methods achieving R2 values of
0.7 and 0.6, with the exception of SIE+HB (see Table IV), show
significantly worse RMSEo, RMSEr , and slope values than TPSS-
D3(BJ)//VM2; for example, the method labeled enthalpy achieves
R2 = 0.7, RMSEo = 2.7 kcal/mol, RMSEr = 4.0 kcal/mol, and slope
= 1.6. The SIE+HB method (R2 = 0.6) has somewhat more competi-
tive RMSEo and RMSEr values of 1.8 kcal/mol and 2.6 kcal/mol, but
a poor slope value of 0.2.

B. Progressive scheme (PGSS)
The performance of the newly proposed PGSS method was

assessed by comparison of QM-VM2 calculations using the con-
ventional conformational search scheme and QM-VM2 calculations
using the PGSS enhanced conformational search. In terms of accu-
racy, the differences in the binding affinities between the conven-
tional and PGSS QM-VM2 schemes are negligibly small, less than
0.1 kcal/mol, as shown in the supplementary material. In terms of
efficiency, several measures are examined in Tables V and S6 in the
supplementary material. The CB7-guest10 and CB7-guest14 com-
plexes (see Fig. 3) were chosen as representatives of the charge >+1
and charge =+1 host–guest sets, respectively, to demonstrate the per-
formance of PGSS. All of the SEQM-VM2 calculations were carried
out on an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2695 v2 (2.40 GHz) with 24 cores
in one node. Several noteworthy observations are made. First, the
total CPU time and the number of VM2 iterations may be larger
for PGSS QM-VM2 runs. This is because the number of conformers
explored during the conformational search step can be considerably
larger for PGSS QM-VM2. On the other hand, the time spent per
generated conformer is still shorter for the PGSS scheme. In addi-
tion, the number of conformers that contribute to the Boltzmann
distribution is slightly larger for the PGSS scheme. In other words,
within the same amount of time, the PGSS scheme can sample a
larger conformational space. Thus, it is concluded that even with
the current default values of PGSS control parameters, the PGSS
scheme provides a powerful boost for the conformational search in
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TABLE V. Comparison of timing and efficiency metrics between conventional QM-VM2 and PGSS QM-VM2 for complexes
CB7-guest10 and CB7-guest14.

CB7-guest10 CB7-guest14

Conventional PGSS Conventional PGSS

No. of VM2 iterations 4 4 4 6
Total CPU time (s) 105 201.3 107 685.5 94 502.1 126 523.2
Time/iteration (h) 7.3 7.5 6.6 5.9
No. of Boltzmann average samples 111 132 80 82
No. of conformers 1565 1655 1814 2889
Time/conformer (s) 67.2 65.1 52.1 43.8

QM-VM2 and can be further enhanced by optimizing the PGSS
control parameters.

C. Entropy effect
As mentioned in Sec. III, in the current QM-VM2 study,

local configuration integrals were calculated using an MM-based
enhanced harmonic approximation, but with the SEQM and AIQM
energies used as the leading term, to adjust the bottom of the well
– see Eq. (15). Furthermore, Sec. II B describes how the SEQM
and AIQM based average energy ⟨E⟩ and the total configurational
entropy −TS0 can be backed out of the total chemical potential by
the same energy adjustment to Eq. (12), followed by application of
Eq. (13), which allows one to examine the importance of inclusion of
configurational entropy, even at the MM level (note that the solvent
entropy contribution is implicitly included in the continuum solvent
model).

The importance of the configurational entropy to the corre-
lation with experimental values is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 7.
Using only the energy term (blue dots labeled ΔE) results in a weak

linear correlation of the computed and experimental binding affini-
ties [R2 = 0.2 for HF-D3(BJ) and R2 = 0.3 for TPSS-D3(BJ) with
the Def2-TZVP basis set]. Including the MM-based entropy term
(orange dots labeled ΔE − TΔS) significantly improves the linear
correlation of the computed and experimental binding affinities; i.e.,
R2 increases from 0.2 to 0.6 for HF-D3(BJ) and from 0.3 to 0.7 for
TPSS-D3(BJ).

To assess the validity of using the MM-based entropy term, it
is noted that previous MM-based mining-minima studies of host–
guest and protein–ligand systems observed an approximately linear
relationship between energy and entropy contributions, that is, the
large negative energy contribution is canceled partly by a propor-
tional entropy penalty.42,46 Such an approximately linear relation-
ship can also be observed between the QM energy and MM entropy
(see the supplementary material).

D. Interpolation
While [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 yields good correlation with

experiment for the set of charge =+1 host–guest systems in this study

FIG. 7. Comparison of the binding free energy (kcal/mol) obtained from experiments vs calculated with (a) HF-D3(BJ)/def2-tzvp//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 and (b) TPSS-
D3(BJ)/def2-tzvp//[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 with the inclusion of various components of free energy.
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(see Table IV and Fig. 5, slope = 1.1, close to the ideal value of 1.0,
R2 = 0.8), as described in Sec. IV A, the linear regression R2 values
drop considerably when highly charged systems are included, sug-
gesting a systematic error in the relative treatment of charge =+1
and charge >1 systems (see Figs. 4 and 5). Therefore, an interpola-
tion method is proposed to adjust computed binding free energies of
highly charged systems to account for systematic error and, thereby,
improve the accuracy of predictions without additional computa-
tional cost. The scheme requires a low charge (e.g., +1) training
set, for which QM-VM2 provides good correlation with known
experimental binding free energies.

The impetus for investigating whether errors exhibited for the
highly charge systems are sufficiently systematic to allow an inter-
polation scheme to be useful was the observation that the devia-
tion from experiment in the calculated binding free energies for the
highly charged systems in the current study is approximately a mul-
tiple of the average deviation for charge =+1 systems. The idea of
the proposed empirical adjustment scheme, then, is straightforward:
adjust the linear regression line for the charge =+1 system as much
to the ideal as is possible, and then, for the highly charged species,
apply this same correction scaled by the charge. This leads to the fol-
lowing equation for the interpolation of the binding affinities from
DFTB3-D3(BJ)-VM2 calculations:

Yscaled =
Ycalc − b

a
× q, (20)

where Y scaled and Ycalc are the scaled and the computed binding
affinities, respectively, a and b are the slope and the y-intercept of
the regression line of the charge =+1 set, and q is the charge of
the molecule. After introducing the empirical adjustment to the full
set, one can observe significant improvement of the predicted bind-
ing affinities and their correlation with experiment. The R2 value
for q > +1 obtained for the adjusted SEQM-VM2 results increased
dramatically, from 0.005 to 0.558, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

For the post-processed binding free energies, the correlation
with experiment for the charge >+1 set is remarkably good—see
Fig. 6 and Table V. However, the number of data points for the
highly charged systems in the Sampl4 CB7 set is so limited that
good correlation can be coincidental. Applying the same empirical
adjustment introduced above [Eq. (20)] does not produce improved
correlation. Instead of multiplying by the charges of the systems,
dividing by the charges yields much better correlation,

FIG. 8. Interpolated correlation for the Sampl4 CB7 full set. The binding free
energies computed at various levels of theory are compared with the experi-
ment. Blue dots, labeled QM-VM2, represent the interpolated predicted values
from [DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2. Those in orange and purple are the values obtained
from the interpolated post-processing values from HF-D3(BJ)/Def2-TZVP and
TPSS-D3(BJ)/Def2-TZVP, respectively.

Yscaled =
Ycalc − b
a × q , (21)

where Y scaled and Ycalc are the scaled and the computed binding
affinity at the post-processing step, respectively, and a and b are the
slope and the y-intercept of the regression of charge =+1 system at
the same level of theory, respectively. This change of the interpo-
lation formulation suggests that the nature of the systematic error
may have changed for the AIQM binding free energies relative to
those for the SEQM binding energies. After application of the inter-
polation scheme, the linear correlation with experiment for both
HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ), for the full set of host–guest systems,
improved significantly – see Table VI and Fig. 8. For HF-D3(BJ), R2

increased from 0.6 to 0.8, and for TPSS-D3(BJ), R2 increased from
0.7 to 0.9. Furthermore, Table VI shows that all of the error metrics
improved substantially. Since this interpolation scheme is an empir-
ical approach, it is not surprising that a significant change in the level
of theory may change the nature of any systematic error and, there-
fore, the form of the best scaling, e.g., from multiplication by charge
to dividing by charge.

TABLE VI. Error metrics of interpolated QM-VM2 binding free energy predictions compared to experiment for the SAMPL4 CB7 dataset. The pre-interpolation values are
presented in parentheses.

Level of theory MSE MAE RMSEo RMSEr τ Slope Intercept R2

Interpolation

[DFTB3-D3(BJ)]-VM2 −0.7 1.2 1.6 2.3 0.6 0.8 −2.7 0.6

of full set

(−7.2) (7.2) (3.6) (5.2) (0.2) (0.3) (−13.9) (0.0)

RHF-D3(BJ)a −0.4 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.8 −2.2 0.8
(−2.3) (2.3) (1.7) (2.5) (0.7) (1.0) (−2.2) (0.6)

TPSS-D3(BJ)a 0.0 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.1 0.9
(2.2) (2.4) (1.4) (2.1) (0.6) (0.9) (1.6) (0.7)

aDef2-TZVP basis set is employed for both HF-D3(BJ) and TPSS-D3(BJ).
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The proposed interpolation approach demonstrates a simple
way to improve the prediction of binding affinities of a dataset
when it contains both +1 and highly charged guests. The under-
lying assumption made here is that the set of charge =+1 guests
yields reasonably good linear correlation. While the approach works
well within the small dataset presented here, extensive testing of this
procedure with large and varied datasets is required to establish gen-
eral applicability. If found to be broadly applicable, the interpolation
approach suggested here could be a practical way of achieving good
predictions, even for highly charged systems that are particularly
challenging for binding free energy calculations.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
QM-VM2 is an approach that efficiently combines statistical

mechanics with quantum mechanical energy potentials in order to
calculate noncovalent binding free energies of receptor–ligand sys-
tems. The method efficiently couples the use of SEQM energies and
geometry optimizations with an underlying MM-based conforma-
tional search and allows for processing of the conformers produced
at higher levels of QM theory. A progressive scheme for conformer
geometry optimizations is introduced in this work as a means to
boost conformational sampling efficiency by recognizing that a steep
descent on the potential energy surface implies a deep potential well
and the gradient at that point can be used as a screening metric for
accepting/rejecting conformers.

This first application of QM-VM2 computed the binding free
energies of the host molecule cucurbit[7]uril and a set of 15 guest
molecules. The results are presented here along with comparisons
to experimentally determined binding affinities. SEQM-VM2 based
binding free energies do not show good correlation with experi-
ment for the full set of host–guest complexes, which includes highly
charged systems (+2 and +3), whereas for just the +1 systems, a
significant correlation (R2 = 0.8) is achieved. SEQM-VM2 gener-
ation of conformers followed by single-point AIQM calculations,
as post-processing corrections, yields good binding affinities and
good correlation with experiment, even for the full set of systems,
as long as a sufficiently large basis set (at least, triple-zeta quality) is
employed.

The importance of the inclusion of configurational entropy,
even at the MM level, to the achievement of good correlation with
experiment was demonstrated by comparing ΔE values with exper-
iment and finding considerably poorer correlation with experiment
than for ΔE − TΔS. For the complete set of host–guest systems with
various charges, it was observed that the deviation of the predicted
binding free energy from experiment correlates with the net charge
of the systems to some extent. Thus, a simple empirical interpola-
tion scheme was proposed to improve the linear regression of the
full set.

While this work demonstrates that SEQM-VM2 with AIQM
post-processing is a viable approach for predicting absolute binding
free energies efficiently (with the proposed PGSS scheme) and accu-
rately (with interpolation), there are several aspects of this method
that can be further improved. For the energy model, a continuum
solvation model, C-PCM, was employed due to its relatively low cost,
and cavitation and dispersion solvation terms were not included.
Future work could include these additional terms as a possible route
to improved accuracy of the solvation treatment. In addition, to

address possible inadequacies with continuum solvation treatments
of important localized interactions, especially for highly charged
solutes, explicit solvent molecules represented as a polarizable model
potential based on quantum mechanics, e.g., the effective fragment
potential,100–106 could provide detailed interactions such as hydro-
gen bonding, without much additional computational cost. The con-
figurational entropy contribution in the current study is obtained at
the MM level. It would be interesting to see how the binding affini-
ties and the correlation would be affected if a SEQM or AIQM based
entropy term is used.

In the progressive scheme, ecutpg, the energy cutoff when com-
paring with the lowest-found local minimum, is taken to be a single-
valued, user-specified parameter. An optimal value of this param-
eter that maximizes the benefits of a progressive scheme can be
difficult to set even with extensive knowledge or experience for
the system. Expressing ecutpg as a function of system-dependent
parameters may improve the performance of the progressive
scheme.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for preliminary calculations
using various SEQM and ab initio QM methods for two conform-
ers of each complex reported in Sec. I. In Sec. II, the binding free
energies using two implicit solvation models are compared. Valida-
tion for using MM-based entropy contribution for the calculation
of binding free energies is provided in Sec. III. Basis set effects are
investigated in Sec. IV. A brief discussion of the rank 1 conformers
(with the largest Boltzmann weight) is given in Sec. V. The perfor-
mance of the progressive scheme is presented in Sec. VI, and the
Cartesian coordinates for the rank 1 conformer of the SAMPL4 CB7
complexes are given in Sec. VII.
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